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TWO

Don’t speak ill of the dead. If this is so, it must hold true for Aunt Dora who - bracketed 

between two time periods - had been listed in the newspaper along with all of us, 

redeeming an old promise. But who remembered that now after almost twenty-fve years?

Jan was around six years old then; I was ten and Mart and Kas and Rita eleven, 

twelve, sixteen. In answer to Jan’s question, Aunt Dora had said: ‘... mark my words, I will 

come in the newspaper at least once in my life.’

I thought: now Jan is going to ask if he can go too.

Jan asked: ‘Can I go too, Aunt?’

Laughing indulgently at my little brother, I turned toward Aunt Dora. ‘Can we go 

too, Aunt, can we go then too?’ She tossed back her head and laughed making a gurgling 

sound. ‘Sure, doll, Aunt invites you.’

‘All,’ someone said, probably Kas. He was always doing this sort of thing, fnishing or

improving other people’s sentences.

Aunt Dora lived in a house with high purple windows on the fashionable Frankenslag. 

Looking in through the thick, rippled glass all you could really see were the distorted 

contours of a large photo on the wall. Tat was Aunt’s late husband, Father’s brother. A 

small reading lamp hung above it and it was always on. Te cord from the lamp hung 

directly in front of our dead uncle’s face, uncle Boen.
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It was said of Aunt Dora - ‘half-Indian by birth, but of Dutch descent’ - that she became a 

recluse after moving to the Hague. And with Uncle Boen gone, it got worse. Anyone who 

wanted to see her had to go to her because she didn’t dare leave the house. Not even to walk

her dachshund. Te maid, Miss Schipper, let him out.

Fortunately she was fond of children. On birthdays we received hand-made Aunt 

Dora cards in pink bank deposit envelopes. She sometimes gave these to our father a week 

in advance. Tey were white cards decorated with scenes cut out of a charity calendar: 

landscapes, meticulously painted by handicapped people, of abandoned row boats along a 

shoreline or a farmer girl, having fnished her work, resting in a fourishing bank of grass 

and Queen Anne’s lace; under each illustration was a note that read, ‘Painted by mouth 

by ...’ or ‘Painted by foot by ...’. Typically, Aunt Dora wrote on the back of each card: 

‘Congratulations. Wishing you good health now and in the future. I herewith enclose fve 

guilders. Buy something nice with it. I will do this for as long as I can manage.’ Tat last 

line always seemed to me like an entreaty. Like maybe in exchange for the birthday money 

we could run errands for her once in a while.

Mother was against it. She thought it had to come from both sides, like in the early 

days: ‘She used to come around every once in a while. Not often, but she came. She was 

extremely near-sighted, but refused to wear glasses.’ Mother remembered the part about the

glasses well because she had laughed so hard the day Uncle Boen presented Aunt Dora with

two pairs of old glasses on a silver cookie tray. Aunt Dora would always sit peering at us 

children through the small holes in the Maria biscuits, bringing us into focus, and then 

she’d say: ‘Keep playing. Just keep playing.’

Mother wasn’t particularly fond of her sister-in-law. We seldom went to the 

Frankenslag, unlike Father who, after Uncle Boen died, visited Aunt Dora almost every 

day.

Tat same afternoon we were allowed to watch television at her house. Tere was a lengthy 

debate about this. First, us children against both parents: ‘Come on, it’s free’ and ‘We never

get to do anything.’ Tis culminated in a promise concerning Christmas vacation. But, 

when it got to this point, Mother and Father continued the discussion behind closed doors.

It wasn’t clear to me what the problem was, but Rita was sure it had to do with the fact that
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someone needed to accompany us and that’s why she ofered to go along, Once we were 

fnally out on the sidewalk - the last Saturday of our vacation, without Rita, with Father, 

and under the condition that we say thank you and put our coats on immediately 

afterwards - Mother stood waving in the doorway as if we were going abroad.

As usual, Father walked apart from us. Kas and I came up alongside him and Kas 

asked: ‘Dad, what’s flm?’

Father looked surprised. ‘Film? You mean flm? It’s not the same as television. Film? 

It’s really just photographs. Only you see them at such terrifc speed that the people look 

like they’re alive and moving. But it’s only an illusion.’ Christmas lights popped on above 

our heads and Kas and I sped up. ‘What’s an illusion?’ I asked Kas, and Kas shrugged his 

shoulders.

After drinking tea and eating cookies Aunt Dora called cat’s paws, Father left us 

alone to go for a stroll. We sat together, ill at ease, on big chairs with bulging green seats 

and little grates and columns at the base of the backs. Te dachshund wasn’t home, he was 

at the beach with Miss Schipper, Aunt Dora explained.

Up until then I had only seen one flm, Marcelino Bread and Wine, in which the 

marvel of the motion picture grew to breathtaking proportions and developed into the 

story of the animated altarpiece: Jesus spoke to little Marcelino from the cross. Because it 

had been so quiet, I told this story to Aunt Dora and she said: ‘So, mees, you see what flm 

can do. But remember, the real Tuan Jesus had to wait until Easter.’ She stood up and 

kneeled in front of the television set to adjust the knobs.

‘Te Lord Jesus,’ said Kas. ‘We say: Jesus rose from the grave with a glorifed body.’

‘Okay. Now, be still, little man, it is going to start.’ Carefully, she closed the curtains 

and I noticed she took an eyeglass case out of her purse.

I thought she was nice, but a bit too Indian.

Te set took a long time to warm up. I asked: ‘What about Carel, Aunt?’ Carel with 

a C was a puzzle to me. Mother once told me he was a foster child. She wouldn’t elaborate. 

Carel, the mere mention of the name, was more or less taboo.

I’d never seen him. Jan and Mart had; he’d come by the afternoon after we got the 

news about Uncle Boen.
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‘I’m Carel. I’ve come to tell you that Uncle Boen died last night.’ Te news had 

already been conveyed by Aunt Flos.

‘Yea-yea-yea,’ cheered Jan, who always went along to answer the door. ‘Uncle Boen is 

dead-dead-dead.’

Carel was wearing a blue blazer and long, sharply creased gray trousers, reported 

Mart.

‘And?’

‘A Chink, but not as Chinky as Aunt Dora.’

Carel didn’t want to come in and he never came back after that.

Aunt Dora answered: ‘Carel does not live here anymore. He is a big boy now, in his 

twenties, living in a boarding house in Delft. Now, stop chattering, darling, and sit still.’

‘Or else, Aunt?’

‘Or else the house will not be big enough for the two of us. Watch it. Or the 

television

will explode will all the people inside.’ I had to go to the bathroom and, gripping the 

rim of the seat with my hands. I pushed my butt into the hard round cushion. Suddenly 

the television began to crackle and hiss, and then, in a furry of stripes and scintillating 

speckles, a distorted female head began rolling across the screen, slowly at frst, then faster 

and faster. I few of the chair and tore out of the room, into the corridor, down the stairs, 

into the hall and, in my haste, opened the wrong doors: a cleaning closet where the rogue 

wigs of a mop and a ceiling duster hung on hooks. And, after that, a supply cupboard full 

of Sunil dishwashing liquid and rolls of toilet-paper. And then, all at once, I found myself 

in this low, poorly lit space ...

Te second preceding this must have leapt to a point where memory couldn’t grasp it. 

While I stood there looking inside, the objects in the room appeared to shift slightly as 

though unexpectedly prompted to assume their place in the world.

‘Table,’ I said quickly, ‘lamp.’ And I hit the mark because the table and the lamp 

humbly received their names and closed themselves up within them.
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In the middle of the room, on a sort ofping-pong table, a complete railway system was 

assembled amid hewn paper rocks. Trains, tunnels, a station, railway crossings, everything. 

And everything lay under a thick layer of dust. It was like a window display, beyond reach 

and close-by. ‘It belongs to Carel with a C,’ I murmured. He hasn’t played with it in a long 

time.

A lamp shone above the table and smoke curled in the yellow light lending a sense of 

life to the tableau that it didn’t deserve. I stood there, one hand between my legs and the 

other on the door knob until something glistening in the small line of cargo cars caught my

eye. I stepped forward into the smoke-flled circle of light: marbles, beautiful marbles flled 

with multicolored designs. My fngertips tingled. I reached out quickly and let an entire 

wagonload roll into the pocket of my skirt. And another.

It was only when I walked back toward the door and took another look in the room 

that I saw the naked feet. Tey rose up white and bare out of a feld of cornfowers and 

poppies. It was Father.

He was lying on the couch on the other side of the table next to a window with 

drawn curtains, the colorful counterpane covering everything but his feet. Next to the 

couch was an ashtray, the kind that’s on its own a stand, with a black knob in the middle 

that you can push in. Tin tendrils of smoke were escaping from its rim.

I closed the door cautiously so as not to disturb the giant from his afternoon nap.

Once I’d found the toilet and returned to the living room, Aunt Dora said: ‘You have

missed an awful lot. mees.’ And, with hardly any transition: ‘Now, behave yourselves and 

do not fddle with the television set.’ She stood up and left us alone in the eerie light of the 

TV room. A man appeared on the screen who made a small deer with his fngers; it was a 

shadow play. Te little deer’s name was Kantjil. And I was Ditte, though I preferred Edith, 

Edith Persoon.

As far as names were concerned, we were used to a lot. Father called Aunt Dora Doos, 

simply Doos. But when Mother talked with Father about her she called her Dora, and she 

called our dead uncle, uncle Boen, Chris. Chris this, Chris that. Father called his sister, 

Tina, Sis and her husband, uncle Kees, said Flos. Aunt Flos to us. A dog’s name, I thought;

a cat’s name, Mart thought. Father was named Louis, Mother Lia; Lie, said Dad; or Lieke.
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Good; Boen and Doos, just like Father and Aunt Flos, born and raised on Java in the

harbor town of Semarang. Tey said white and yellow folks lived there side by side with 

Arabs, Indians, Chinese. It was a melting pot and a mishmash; and all the languages 

mingled together.

Father seldom spoke of the Dutch Indies. What we knew of it came from Uncle Kees

and Aunt Flos. Uncle Kees had travelled a great deal, but he liked talking about Samarinda 

the best. He’d wheeled and dealed in snake skins there and liked bragging about it.

Father would look on sullenly. It would soon become too much for him: ‘More, Kees,

bigger, better, more beautiful. World travellers can tell some pretty tall tales. Water snakes 

were fshed out of livers there with nets. And pythons were sold by the mile.’

All in all, I had the impression that the Dutch Indies conjured illusions that were 

difcult to suppress. Remnants of this otherworldliness clung to our family.

Our family, our extended family, was strange, I thought. You wouldn’t want to be 

seen with us. Us and our aunts and uncles and their make-believe names, their smelly food 

and dancing tables. It seemed as though they didn’t know themselves whether or not their 

stories corresponded. Nobody from Mother’s side ever dropped by. And that would 

continue to be the case so long as Father didn’t convert to Catholicism. ‘Two beliefs under 

one roof invites misfortune.’ Two?

Tat Catholic mother of ours who took us to church every Sunday. And who hung 

curtains throughout the house. Curtains in front of the staircase, curtains in front of the 

open cupboards on the landing, curtains in front of the Murphy bed. She wouldn’t let us 

go outside before she had thoroughly inspected our hands, ears, the tips of our shoes, what 

didn’t she inspect? When she was ready, she’d pat you on the bottom and there you’d go as if

propelled, through the long narrow corridor, outside, always at a trot, clean.

And Dad. Our prematurely aged, absent-minded father who seldom recognized us 

on the street, so we made a habit of popping up right under his nose - hey Dad, hey Dad. 

And then he’d look at us like Uncle Donald at his nephews, futtered and surprised. ‘Good 

heavens.’ And: ‘What are you doing here?’

‘A lost fatherland counts for two,’ believed Aunt Flos.

We weren’t convinced that we could be proud of that on account of our father, but 

we were inclined to be. Especially if we looked through the photographs. Tey were hidden
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between piles of paper in the heavy dark sideboard that dominated the front room; looking 

had to be done secretively.

How handsome he looked in that white suit. Te dull, aging ofce clerk we knew 

was incomparable to the slender youth, the violinist in the white suit with the uplight 

collar, the motorcyclist, the white-toothed man in a sarong. What a life. What was left of 

this life of gentility and ease?

I loved the way Father, without changing the expression on his face, greeted 

neighbors and acquaintances on the street with his hat, always with his hat, which he 

would tip ever so slightly, calmly walking on with that slow, swaying pace of his. Father 

walked rich.

After that television afternoon. Jan and I ran ahead to the festively lit window at 

Boogerman’s bakery on the Willem de Zwijgerlaan. A sugar-glazed land of plenty was 

displayed there every Christmas: fruit breads and assorted chocolate forms, skillfully made 

and glistening like silver. A candy caravan passed through the scene: a moving track loaded 

with snowmen and angels on sleds; briskly prancing deer pulling sleighs covered with 

chocolate holly leaves and a variety of Christmas pastry. One parading Santa had lost its 

balance and tumbled head over heels, its leg with the broken ski stuck high in the air. I 

remembered the dusky room on the Frankenslag and didn’t want to walk close to my Dad. 

But Jan insisted on knowing what was going to happen to that fallen Santa in the snowy 

darkness.

‘Nothing,’ I said, ‘the caravan doesn’t move, the track does. You can stand here for 

hours, all night and tomorrow too, but nothing will change.’

Jan waited stubbornly and I pushed his ear against the glass so that he could hear the 

dull rattle of the moving track. Before I knew it, he started banging his head against the 

window and, when I grabbed hold of him by both ears, he started pounding on it with his 

fsts like a madman.

‘Stop, you idiot, you’ll break the window.’

Te track came to a halt.

Te lights in the window went out.
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It turned into quite a scene. A woman wearing a white apron came out of the shop 

and Father and the others stood around us. Father ended up buying a bag of chocolate 

Christmas wreaths just before closing time. Te woman in the white apron said it didn’t 

matter, the lights in the window had to be turned of anyway.

‘What actually happened?’ Father asked.

‘Nothing.’

‘Nothing? Tat’s hard for me to believe. But if you say so, it must be true.’

When I got home, I put the marbles in my school bag. I slept lightly that night; saw 

Mother rummaging through my bag frst thing in the morning. She was looking for plastic 

sandwich bags to wash and hang inside-out on the clothes line. Te advent of plastic 

sandwich bags back then meant real progress; a luxury compared to the butcher bags that 

were also reusable. But you can’t wash away the smell of saveloy and liverwurst. As it was, 

the butcher’s imprint read Vreeburg Meats are a Must.

He who seeks shall fnd. ‘Where did you get these? Where in the name of God did 

you take these from?’ Pearls. She dug into my bag with both hands and the pearls streamed 

through her fngers like water drops, bouncing and clacking every which way across the 

wooden foor.

‘For you, Mom. I brought them for you from ...’ I wanted to say Semarang but 

gibberish rolled of my tongue: guppies, downtown, shoehorn. Mother grew madder and 

madder. Starting of the same way time and time again, I kept hoping Semarang would 

come out. ‘For you, Mom, I brought them for you from: ring-around-the-rosy, musical 

chairs.’ Hopeless.

Te next day I slunk through the house with the marbles as though they were bad 

money. I had never possessed anything so incriminating before in my life.

Luckily there was Kas. And Kas collected treasures. Lying on the chair next to his bed

was a couple of compasses, an authentic Swiss army knife, a fat white rock from the Stone 

Age, and a tiny pad of paper. Tat pad of paper was new. Tere was a picture of a dancing 

couple on every page and I thought it was really neat.

‘What do you have this for?’ ‘It’s flm,’ said Kas. He picked it up and fanned the 

pages back with his thumb. Te couple swayed slightly from left to right, spun around once
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and ended in a graceful bow. ‘I got it from Dad,’ said Kas. ‘Actually from Aunt Dora, 

because Dad said Carel didn’t want it anymore.’ I stared out the window for a while. ‘I like 

a show-box better, a show-box or a magnifying glass.’

‘Why?’

‘I don’t know. Tey’re more fun. Look.’ And I showed him one of the marbles. ‘I 

have twelve of them and I’m going to save them forever. Tey’re not just ordinary marbles, 

they have Chinese symbols inside. You have to look at them with a magnifying glass. I’m 

saving for one.’

‘A character, a Chinese character.’ Kas peered at the tiny yellow-orange snake 

captured inside the glass. ‘I’ll give you twenty-fve star balls for your twelve Chinese 

characters in glass.’

‘Or give me that little flm instead.’

Oh, those Chinese characters in glass. Had they been pearls, real pearls that had come loose

from a necklace Father had secretly given to Aunt Dora, then this story would have been 

embedded in the velveteen chronicles of complex and melodramatic family histories; 

unrefuted love between blood relatives afects otherwise irreproachable reputations and 

undermines established codes of behavior.

Marbles, not pearls.

Still, I always imagined something grand because Father could be so profoundly 

taciturn. Considering the extent of his silence, whatever the reasons, the sheer burden of it 

cannot be underestimated. It was much more than simply not answering a specifc 

question. Father’s silence undermined my everyday utterances such as ‘yes’ and ‘no’ and 

‘big’ and ‘small,’ and made the action of combing my hair ‘this is combing hair.’ And a 

walk to the mail box ‘this is walking on two legs.’

Anticipating what I might hear later on, I told Jan we were of noble descent. ‘I knew 

that,’ said Jan.

‘People descended from apes,’ yelled Kas, who had eavesdropped on us.

‘I knew that, too,’ said Jan.
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THREE

What’s an illusion?

Something less beautiful, less true, less valuable than you thought at frst. Or is that 

disillusion? With illusion I think of a rabbit that’s lifted up by the scruf of its neck: look, 

here’s a rabbit. So, is that really a rabbit.

For a long time I thought people were born for no other reason than to be happy. Not right

away, later. Te happiness you experienced as a child was like the platter of pastries you 

were allowed to smell before they were put aside for tomorrow. But the sweet aroma was 

enough and your mouth would water at the thought of the pastry fork with the fowers on 

its stem being pushed down carefully through a layer of whipped cream to the cake 

underneath to the hazelnut fondant at the bottom. For us children, the sweet aroma was 

already more than we could bear.

Te end of this pastry fantasy started with a bang. Te whole house shook, with all of us in 

it, still in bed, but in the shallower regions of sleep. It sounded like war. Te dishes on the 

mantle rattled and the windows shook for a long time afterwards. I stared wide-eyed at the 

curtains imagining the possibility of the facade separating from the rest of the house and 

falling over like a piece of cake. Mart and I, who slept together on the Murphy bed in the 

front room, could suddenly be out in the open, in bed out on the street.

Tis was the frst thing that came to mind because we nearly slept out on the street 

already, behind the fat facade that rose straight up out of the ground, with only a little 

brick and two thin pieces of glass between us and the rest of the world. Mart was standing 

next to her window - each of us had our own window from which we could look outside. 

‘Fireworks in Scheveningen,’ she said with a yawn. Fireworks in Scheveningen, sure, at the 

break of dawn. I got out of bed and stood by my own window. A dense drizzle made 

everything heavy and commonplace. Te garbage cans had been set out at the curb. I 

glanced at the houses across the street. Nothing moved. It was as if war were coming. Te 

garbage wouldn’t be picked up, everyone had already fed their homes, everyone but us, we 

had slept and hadn’t turned on the radio; as always, we hadn’t had a clue what was 
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happening in the world. It wasn’t a big bang, Mart asserted, only the front door slamming 

shut. Te question remained whether someone had just forced his way into the house or 

just left it.

I said: ‘Tere’s nobody out there.’

‘It’s nothing,’ said Mart. Still, we kept standing there with our foreheads pressed 

against the glass and the curtains pulled taut alongside our ears, both of us kept standing 

there, each with a fstful of curtain under our chin. Ten we heard footsteps and the person

we saw walking by was our father. He was wearing his raincoat, hat and shoes, but between 

the hem of his coat and his shoes were the striped legs of his pyjamas. He looked 

ridiculous, with his coat buttoned the wrong way and those dark socks sticking out from 

under his pyjama bottoms. At frst I thought he would walk light past us, but he sensed 

something was up and went and sat down on one of the garbage cans. He cupped a 

cigarette in his hand. I thought it was strange that he sat down on a garbage can, like a 

hobo. He sat staring at us as if we were paintings. First me. Te staring lasted so long, I 

didn’t know where to look as Father watched me attentively. I stuck out my tongue and a 

smile came to his lips. He came over to me and placed his index fnger on the window 

against my nose, no, against the window on my nose, no. He did the same thing with 

Mart. And then he walked away. Unbelievable, he walked away from us like a passerby 

who’d just been teasing a couple of children. We left our look-out posts and crawled back 

into bed.

‘A bang,’ I said, ‘I thought the front of the house was going to fall of.’

Mart said nothing. She lay staring at the ceiling.

Just imagine, the facade gone and us exposed in the front room transformed into a 

bedroom, the dining table shoved next to the coal-burning stove, with its table cloth of 

lilies in bud and in bloom, slightly faded around the edges. Te bread tin and cutting board

were on the mantle above the stove, the silverware was on the cutting board and the plates 

and cups were next to it. Just imagine, everything open and bare. And us in our big bed 

right next to the table, with our hair all tangled and the whole heaping mess of blankets.

‘It wasn’t a bang, just Dad slamming the front door. Tey’re having a fght.’

‘Yea,’ I said, ‘where’d he go?’

‘To Aunt Dora’s, of course. Hey Ditte, do you know it’s your birthday today?’
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So this is how things stood on my eleventh birthday. If I forgot the bang or the slam, 

the memory would invariably return: here lay the birthday girl and soon she’ll be eating 

pastry.

We learned how serious things were from Rita. Father was halfway out of the house. 

‘Mom took him to task.’ Took him to task, that Rita. We’d been there and had seen him 

with our own eyes, with his raincoat and cigarette.

What had he seen? Two sleepy faces with wads of curtain under each chin. We were 

well aware of the fact that we shouldn’t open the curtains before the bed was put away and 

the table was pushed back into the middle of the room and set for breakfast.

Mother had said: ‘It’s either Dora or a normal family life.’ Either or. Dad had to 

choose. And he had to be back in time to celebrate my birthday. And so we sat waiting for 

Father, frst in the front room and then, when the sun came out, in the backyard. Mart and

I wearing the same clothes, blue dresses with foam rubber petticoats underneath. Te 

petticoat stuck to my butt and I kept standing up from my chair. ‘Sit down like this,’ said 

Mart. She looked terrible, with her skirt draped over the seat like a tea-cozy. Everyone all 

wound up, as if it were written in the sky, in the blue sky of our vacation, in airplane vapor,

that Dad had to choose, today, this morning at eleven-thirty. But it was eleven-thirty, 

quarter to twelve and he was nowhere in sight. Jan was chattering on and on as if he were 

celebrating a birthday, not me.

‘What a blabbermouth,’ said Kas.

Jan was blabbering on about a country, another country, his favorite topic since the 

arrival of the new boy at school. Because there was nothing else going on, Rita elaborated, 

telling Aunt Flos and Uncle Kees about the boy Jan knew who was from Alaska, where he 

lived now, and how well Jan and he were getting along.

‘A boy from Alaska,’ said Aunt Flos enthusiastically, ‘that makes him an Eskimo.’

Tere was a long-drawn-out conversation about igloos and Eskimos. Uncle Kees 

averred that it could be really windy and that it was green there, just like here at home. And

the Alaskanesque, Alaskanese ...

‘Alaskans,’ helped Rita.

‘Te government of Alaska,’ said Uncle Kees, ‘manages business as well as any other 

country. Tey also appoint representatives.’
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Representatives. Now Jan had heard enough. Tat countly wasn’t anything like ours, 

that boy said so himself and he was born there.
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‘What’s his name?’ asked Uncle Kees.

‘Benno.’

‘Benno, Ha-ha. A real Eskimo name,’

Jan said, you didn’t have geography there and it didn’t lie to the north or to the west. 

And there weren’t any snakes.

‘Ha-ha. Do you have an atlas?’ But by then it was fve minutes to twelve and 

everyone was full of sympathy for Mother who, with every aside and reiteration, started 

enquiring about sugar and milk. She’d bitten her tongue throughout the conversation and 

now she was pushing the kidney-shaped side tables with their narrow tapered legs into the 

damp lawn. Rita and I ofered to help, but she wouldn’t hear of it.

Te pastry platter hadn’t been brought out yet. Meanwhile, a thin, dark layer of scum

with perfectly straight ripples had formed on the surface of my cofee and they kept shifting

as though the wind were blowing directly over my cup. Now Mother realized she’d 

forgotten the forks, and then there weren’t enough plates.

Aunt Flos brought all this fdgeting to an end by starting to sing.

‘Happy birthday to you...’ And just at that moment the frst-Monday-of-the-month 

air-raid siren started wailing. I could tell from their gestures and mouths that Aunt Flos and

Uncle Kees were singing their hearts out, Tey were standing together. It could just as well 

have been our national anthem. Mother yanked her apron of and Kas went and stood 

behind her chair. He swung his arms directly above her head as though he were fag waving.

In the silence that followed the frst wail of the siren, Mart shouted: ‘Now for real.’ And it 

started again. Mart stood on her chair. Her skirt and petticoat stuck way out, so far out 

that Jan, who lay stretched out on the lawn, could look right up and see her crotch. I 

hoped Jan wouldn’t shout ‘What a beautiful view’ when it was over. Tere seemed to be no 

end to the wailing and singing and it appeared as though I had been banished from the 

realm of ordinary, everyday events.

When the singing stopped, presents were tossed into my lap. I opened them with 

sweaty hands, afraid the gifts were a ploy to keep me in the dark about something. I got a 

piece of soap shaped like a snowman from Aunt Flos and Uncle Kees, and a new pair of 

gym shoes and a book from Mother.

‘Do you like what you got?’ Mother asked.
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I nodded. Te book was entitled Loes Gives Up. I picked up my pastry and looked at 

the fork with the small fowers on it. Lilies of the feld was engraved in the stem. Mother 

sighed. She brought her cofee to her lap, dunked her spoon into the dark-colored scum 

that had formed on its surface and lifted it up as though it were a dishrag. I could tell by 

the way she spread it on the edge of her saucer that she was fghting back her words. Don’t 

say it, Mom. Don’t say it. But she’d already said it: ‘An illusion has been shattered today.’

‘Birthday girl’ I thought, ‘I’m the birthday girl.’ I’d barely tasted the frst bite when I 

pushed my fork back through all the layers. Cake, hazelnut fondant, cake, hazelnut 

fondant. Before realizing I’d eaten it, I was swallowing the last tasty morsel and scraping the

crumbs of the paper doily that read Tis was from Boogerman.

Ten Jan stalled chattering away again and, since we still had nothing better to do, he

continued to amuse himself.

Te country, the other country, wasn’t hidden behind hills you could see in the 

distance from the top of the tallest mountain you could fnd. It didn’t have rivers ’riginating

somewhere in France.

‘Originating, big guy’ said Kas. ‘Originating.’

It didn’t have any animal species, that country. Actually you wouldn’t recognize 

animals there because it didn’t matter whether you were an animal or something else, like a 

boy, a girl or a park bench.

‘A-ha,’ laughed Aunt Flos, ‘so there are parks in that country, parks with rose beds 

and ponds flled with fsh.’

Oh no, there weren’t any parks or any ponds flled with ducks and fsh, not even any 

unusual fsh like the weird fsh with a dog’s face in front and a fn and a dog’s tail next to 

each other in back.

‘Don’t be such a dumb-bunny,’ said Kas, ‘you’re not a baby anymore.’

But Jan continued his monologue. Oh, there was so much we had yet to learn about 

this country, and he would gladly draw a picture of that weird fsh-dog, or two, one for 

Uncle Kees and one for Aunt Flos. But Uncle Kees spilled cofee on his pants and Rita 

went to his aid, and there followed a lengthy discussion about stains. Cofee stains should 

be fushed immediately with water. Sprinkle wine spots with salt.
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By lunchtime it was clear that the ‘either Dora or a normal family life’ wasn’t going to

be carried out. Te six of us sat around the table and Mart started talking about her friend 

Karin. Her mother got divorced and then married her husband’s brother. ‘Now her father’s 

her uncle and her uncle’s her father. Te same thing will happen to Carel because now his 

uncle will be his father.’

‘No way,’ Jan yelled angrily. ‘Carel’s father is ours.’

‘Who is his father, Jan?’ asked Kas. ‘Whose father is ours?’ Mother slapped Kas much

too hard across the face.

‘Oh, Mom,’ Jan said dejectedly.

‘Great birthday,’ I said. ‘Does it have to be like this?’

‘What has to be done has to be done. And something else. All of you listen carefully. 

If they ask, “Is your father travelling?” just say “He’s away on business.” And if they ask 

“Where to’?” just say “I don’t know.’”

‘Just say this, just say that.’ Kas stood up from his chair and started dancing, lifting 

his knees high up in the air. ‘Just say this, just say that.’ His voice cracked and I could see 

the food in his mouth. Rita said, ‘Te fat’s in the fre.’ We laid our forks and knives down 

and watched Kas. We watched and were silent and confned him with ‘the fat’s in the fre.’ 

Kas danced on these words as though he were on a heavy chain, but none of us were strong 

enough to put an end to it. And so he kept on dancing, lifting his knees higher and higher 

like a marionette. He carried on, slowly heading toward the door, saying just-say-this-just-

say-that-just-say-this. It wouldn’t have gone on for so long had Dad been there. But Kas 

went for his punishment voluntarily. His punishment was: to sit in the cupboard beneath 

the stairs. It was chilly and dark in there. He wouldn’t be bothered by the cold because it 

was the height of summer. But it took a long time for your eyes to adjust to the dark and 

there was nothing to do. A little light from the corridor shone in through the wall 

ventilator. Mother made him sit in there for an hour, that’s a really long time. You could 

look at the Mason jars for a while, the jars of relish and pickles that glowed in the dark. 

And you could try to fnd the small white cotton cushions foating among the pickled 

onions. You could fddle with the vacuum cleaner that stood on a trunk full of old 

newspapers, unrolling the long black cord and re-rolling it again. Afterwards, you could 

take the bottle of holy water for emergency blessings down from the shelf and blow the 
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dust of the dried palm leaves that were on top of it. And get the old comb used to clean 

the vacuum bag and pretend there were little bugs between its teeth; the comb was always 

lying on the small shelf in front of the wall ventilator.

When he came out, Kas said: ‘I guess I should say sorry, Mom.’ Ten the telephone 

rang. Father had fallen ill on his way home and had been taken to the hospital in an 

ambulance. I thought about the pyjama legs and the raincoat buttoned the wrong way.

Father’s life hung in the balance for a week. Once out of immediate danger, his 

condition improved slowly. Tere were complications and various tests were performed, 

including a stomach test for which he had to drink a vile gray paste to light up his insides. 

‘Nobody sees that,’ I said. And Mother answered: ‘Te wonders of science.’ For seven weeks

she shuttled back and forth from the hospital, afternoons and evenings. Rita was the only 

one who occasionally went along. One evening she and Mother came home laughing. 

Father had told them to buy a dog. Ten, when he was better. he could take walks with it. 

‘He won’t be able to work anymore,’ Mother explained.

‘Buy a German shepherd, Mom, or a boxer.’ No. that was just it, it had to be a 

dachshund like Aunt Dora’s. Tey were such clever, friendly animals. And, rest assured, 

they weren’t frivolous lap dogs like most people thought. Te best testimony was the fact 

that at one time - and perhaps still, Father wasn’t sure - they were used to hunt wild boar. 

He had said: ‘If you put normal dog legs under a dachshund, it’s a medium-sized dog.’ And

Mother: ‘If you put short legs under me, I’m not much smaller than a dwarf.’ More 

laughter. Tears trickled down Mother’s cheeks and she had to take of her glasses.

Te puppy was there before Father. Mother had it delivered by courier. In a wooden crate, 

from Deventer. ‘Puppy,’ was scrawled diagonally across the label. She put the crate carefully

up on the kitchen counter and took the scissors of the hook underneath the shelf stacked 

with pots and pans.

‘Not with scissors, Mom.’ But she went on resolutely popping the staples up out of 

the soft wood with the closed shears. Te lid started to move: big paws, madly scratching; 

small, snifing nose and impossibly soft ears sprinkled with sawdust. It was like a birth. Jan

excitedly grabbed at the little animal’s sagging, shiny brown skin. He yelled: ‘Look, Mom, 
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he’s licking my hand.’

‘He’s really thirsty. Get a bowl of water.’

Jan baptised the puppy Prince.

By the time Father was able to come home from the hospital, a new school year had begun.

Mart and I ran home. Panting, we talked about the homecoming. Whether he’d be lying in

bed or sitting in a chair, in his clothes or in his dressing gown. We got stitches in our sides, 

but trotted on with our hands pressed against them. Folk dance girls. What possessed us? 

Warmheartedly and with sheer enthusiasm Mart almost pulled the handle of the doorbell 

out of its socket and, before the jingling had stopped, the door few open. Rita. She 

abruptly slapped Mart across the face and wanted to do the same thing to me, but I ducked

away. ‘Idiots, Dad’s home. Ouch!’ Rita’ s hand, still containing the slap meant for me, had 

smacked the door jamb. And Jan stood blubbering in the corridor by the door to the toilet.

‘Kas is going now and then it’s my turn, but I don’t even have to go. From now on, we have

to go to the toilet right after school, for the noise, and the last one to go fushes.

‘So, and?’

‘Ditte, and none of my friends can come over to play anymore.’

I stuck my head around the door to the front room. In the chair next to the radio sat 

an ancient man in a burgundy dressing gown.

Tat evening Mother told us that we mustn’t make him angry. And then she went on

about clomping up and down the stairs with our shoes on, and playing with balls in the 

hall, something that had never been allowed, but that Mart and I used to do. We were 

sitting around the low table in the sun room. Mother spoke in whispers and we had to put 

our heads together to hear what she was saying. She said: ‘Luckily, he’ll be put on reduced 

pay,’ nodding toward the easy chair where Father would spend his days, but now he was 

lying in bed. I looked at the lamp that stood rigidly and attentively next to the easy chair 

like a waiter, the empty seat lit up brightly by its shaft of light, and I asked myself what 

Father was supposed to do there the whole day. Mother recited: ‘Read, play games of chess 

out of the newspaper,’ and back to her normal tone of voice: ‘and the philately, of course.’ 

We leaned back.

In the frst years of their marriage Dad had been a real stamp-fend. ‘Stamp-fend?’ 
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Oh yes, philately, Mother contended, that was a real science. Te stamp trade was popular 

all over the world. She walked over to the sideboard to look for the equipment that went 

with stamp-collecting: a stack of trade booklets, a pair of tweezers, a magnifying glass.

I took the magnifying glass in my hand. ‘Gees, these things are heavy.’ I held it in 

front of my eye.

‘Golly,’ said Mart, ‘you should see yourself.’

I went over to the hall mirror with it and was startled by the huge glass eye that I 

held in my hand. It had freed itself from my face. I leaned closer to the minor. Te black 

pupil dilated: I screamed.

‘What happened?’ Mart asked when we were lying in bed.

‘Nothing.’

‘You screamed.’

‘Yea,’ I said.

‘Why?’

‘I don’t know.’

‘Mother wants Father to start collecting stamps.’

‘So?’

‘I think it’s childish,’ said Mart. She rolled over on her other side and fell asleep.

I folded my hands under my neck and asked myself what I had seen in that big, 

curious eye. Who knows, it may have been something so strange and absurd that I put it 

directly out of my mind. Maybe it wasn’t because I was frightened by it, but simply because

it was so unlike anything I knew in the world that it couldn’t possibly abide in my head.
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